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On the Island of Misfit Toys, the poor, beleaguered inhabitants have only one 
thing wrong with them. See if you can identify what’s wrong and send these 
beloved childhood toys and games back into the lives of children everywhere.

A CARTRIDGE in A SPARE Wii
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E ssentially, two players drop lemons and limes into a grid to try to make straight lines. 
Too bad the juice gets everywhere after you slice the fruit into discs.

fter a while, the head of the Vatican put an end to this game when he got annoyed at 
the hordes of children lining up to play Double Dutch with him.

ere’s a twist: Instead of using a bat, punt bloodsucking bugs around with your feet. 
Gives you more than one reason to run home.

reat as collectibles, kids like to make VROOM noises while racing these vehicles that 
come in small containers. The Calico Limousine is especially popular, but tends to claw 
you more often than not.

t’s simple: as players move around the board, they assemble a complex 
three‑dimensional contraption from tiny plastic parts. The winner gets to set off a chain 
reaction and send a rat’s cousin on vacation. It’s a bit anticlimactic.

hildren can’t figure out how to play this tiled crossword game because the instructions 
look like they were drawn by a toddler.

asically, one simple player insists on replacing meat with vegetable protein. Anyone 
who doesn’t quickly do as commanded is out. And hungry.

ash about and try to touch your friends — but if you succeed, you’re treated to a 
harangue about how you should be taking out the trash like they asked you an hour ago.

ortunately, this cuddly, furry toy was pulled from shelves when adults started 
requesting IPA and porter versions.

asmine and Earl Grey are frequently used in this baseball variant that’s popular among 
younger, less coordinated children. Children complain about the bitter taste and insist 
that they would much rather just hit things.


